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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces the concept of a mapogram. A ma-
pogram may be viewed as a special form of spatiogram, which
is a histogram containing additional spatial information. Ad-
ditionally, this paper presents theory relevant to the creation of
a proposed mapogram. A similarity measure derived from the
Bhattacharyya coefficient is obtained in order to make com-
parisons between mapograms. Examples using a mapogram
are given.

Index Terms— Image matching, Bhattacharyya coeffi-
cient

1. INTRODUCTION

Comparing images, or image patches, is the desired goal in
several computer vision applications. The task of building
representations or models for an image can be approached
in several ways: for example, by Active Appearence Models
(AAMs), 2D Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) and Gaussian
Mixture Models (GMMs) [1, 2, 3]. Two other well estab-
lished, and less computationally expensive, methods used to
form a representation involve the use of a template or a his-
togram. While the template retains exact spatial correspon-
dence, the histogram discards all spatial information. Hence,
the two techniques lie at the opposing ends of the spatial in-
formation spectrum. Some applications may require spatial
information to a greater or lesser degree. Hence, a spatiogram
was proposed in order to produce a model somewhere in be-
tween a template and a histogram [4].

A spatiogram is basically a histogram with additional spa-
tial information. The potential image comparison capabilities
of the spatiogram has been indicated in the field of tracking
and video retrieval [4, 5]. Further, a modification to the simi-
larity measure for a spatiogram was proposed in [6].

This paper proposes a different method which incorpo-
rates spatial information into a histogram. The spatial infor-
mation will be contained in 2D probabilistic “maps”. Further,
it will be possible to control the amount of spatial information
desired in the model.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section
presents a review on histograms and spatiograms. Section
3 introduces the theory regarding the proposed mapogram.
Section 4 utilizes the mapogram in examples. Finally, con-
clusions and future work are presented.

2. REVIEW OF HISTOGRAMS AND SPATIOGRAMS

A digital image, in general, is a two dimensional mapping
I : x → v from M × N pixels1 x = [i, j]T to values v. In
this work the values v may be arbitrary as long as they can
be enumerated. Hence, v can take the form of one of b =
1, 2, . . . , B different discrete values. Often the values v are
discrete intensity values in the range [0−255]; that is, I(x) is
a gray-scale image. Among other possibilities for v are color
quantization indices (H8S4V2), quantized DCT coefficients,
Local Binary Patterns (LBP), local SMQT features, discrete
outputs from a local classifier, etc [5, 7, 8, 9, 10].

One method of designing a descriptor of an image is to
calculate its histogram. The histogram of an image can be
found as

nb =
M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

δb(i, j), ∀b = 1, 2, . . . , B (1)

where δb(i, j) = 1 if the value v at pixel location [i, j] falls
in bin b, and δb(i, j) = 0 otherwise. Similarities between two
different histograms, nb and n′

b, can be computed using var-
ious techniques, for example, histogram intersection or the
Bhattacharyya coefficient. In this paper we adopt the Bhat-
tacharyya coefficient

ρh
b (nb, n

′
b) =

√
nbn′

b√(∑B
j=1 nj

)(∑B
j=1 n′

j

) (2)

as the similarity measure.

1Note that the coordinate system follows matrix notation throughout the
paper. That is i = 1, 2, . . . , M and j = 1, 2, . . . , N corresponds to the y-
and x-axis, respectively.



In order to extend the histogram with additional spatial
information, a spatiogram can be created [4]. A spatiogram
adds a mean

μb =
1∑M

i=1

∑N
j=1 δb(i, j)

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

[i, j]T δb(i, j) (3)

and a covariance matrix

Σb =
1∑M

i=1

∑N
j=1 δb(i, j)

·

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

([i, j]T − μb)([i, j]T − μb)T δb(i, j) (4)

for each bin as the spatial representation. A number of meth-
ods have been proposed to modify the Bhattacharyya coeffi-
cient in order to incorporate spatial information (see [4, 6]).

3. INTRODUCTION OF THE MAPOGRAM

One drawback of representing the spatial information by
means of a single Gaussian is the fact that multi modal spatial
patterns can not be well modeled. This was pointed out in
the original spatiogram paper in which it was also mentioned
that a possible solution to the problem could be to com-
bine the spatiogram with a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
[4]. However, the use of a GMM always provokes questions
regarding the number of mixtures to use.

In this paper we propose a different method of incorporat-
ing spatial information into a histogram. Rather than calcu-
lating a parametric model for each bin, we intend to retain the
2D “map” δb(i, j). Hence the name “mapogram”. Note that a
normalized map

mb(i, j) =
δb(i, j)∑M

i=1

∑N
j=1 δb(i, j)

(5)

is a 2D discrete probability function. If mb(i, j) were to be
applied directly as in Eq. (5), the spatial information would
imply an exact spatial correspondence. In other words, the
only sample that can be drawn from a mapogram created from
a single image would be the exact same image. On the other
hand, if

mb(i, j) =
1

MN
(6)

then the mapogram would be exactly the same as a standard
histogram.

In order to control the amount of spatial information a
mapogram should represent, a parameter 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is in-
troduced. A general map, incorporating α, is denoted mb,α.
If α = 0 then the exact spatial map mb,0 is employed and

found according to Eq. (5). Similarly, a mapogram using a
map mb,1 found according to Eq. (6) neglects all spatial in-
formation. Further, the Bhattacharyya similarity measure be-
tween two maps can be found for every bin as

ρm
b (mb,α,m′

b,α) =
M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

ρs
b,i,j (7)

where

ρs
b,i,j(mb,α(i, j), m′

b,α(i, j)) = (8)√
mb,α(i, j), m′

b,α(i, j)√(∑M
i=1

∑N
j=1 mb,α(i, j)

) (∑M
i=1

∑N
j=1 m′

b,α(i, j)
) .

Note that the denominator in Eq. (8) can be neglected if the
maps are normalized. By combining Eq. (2) and Eq. (7) a
similarity measure between two mapograms can be found as

ρα =
B∑

b=1

ρh
b (nb, n

′
b)ρ

m
b (mb,α,m′

b,α). (9)

The question is, how to form a map with α-values in be-
tween zero and one in order to adjust the amount of spatial
information that will affect the distance measure. The two
extreme maps mb,0 and mb,1 (as well as a given α) form the
input for the design of a general map mb,α.

The first step in the design of a general α-map is to mod-
ify mb,0 to reduce the strong spatial correspondence. This is
achieved by filtering mb,0 with a 2D blurring kernel that is
dependent on α. Here we adopt a Gaussian blur, that is, the
kernel is found as

Kα(i, j) =
1

2π|Σα|1/2
e−

1
2 ([i,j]T −µ)T

Σ−1
α ([i,j]T −µ) (10)

where µ = [M/2, N/2]T and

Σα =
[

σ2
y,α 0
0 σ2

x,α

]
(11)

where σ2
y,α = αM

4 and σ2
x,α = αN

4 control the strength of the
Gaussian blur. Note that if α = 0 then the Gaussian kernel is
replaced with a Dirac delta function and no filtering/blurring
occurs.

The found filtered result is a map which expand existing
points to the vicinity around them. However, the map will
never become completely flat as mb,1. In order to achieve
this at α = 1, a simple α-weighted average is performed and
a final map can be found as

mb,α = (1 − α) [mb,0 ∗ Kα] + α [mb,1] (12)



where ∗ is the 2D convolution operator. Further, the map
mb,α is normalized to sum up to one (or indirectly normalized
in the comparison by utilizing the denominator in Eq. (8)). An
example of the effects of the operations performed in Eq. (12)
can be found in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Example of the map effect for different α values. Note
that the original map is exactly the same as mb,0 (full spatial
correspondence), and that mb,1 is exactly uniform (the ma-
pogram is equal to a histogram).

In order to create a complete mapogram of an image I(x)
of size M × N , the number of values B and the spatial im-
portance parameter α needs to be defined. A calculated ma-
pogram constitutes of a histogram according to Eq. (1) and
a map for each bin according to Eq. (12). In general, the
histogram and every map are normalized to sum to one. A
comparison between two mapograms can then be performed
according to Eq. (9).

4. EXAMPLES

In this section three different examples are given in order to
present a proof of concept for the proposed mapogram. The
images used are mainly face images from the Olivetti Re-
search Laboratory (ORL) face database. In all examples the
gray-scale indices are used as features.

4.1. Generate Samples

In this first example the first image found in the ORL database
is used to create a mapogram. Randomly generated samples
are then extracted and can visually indicate the amount of spa-
tial information represented for each mapogram, see Fig. 2.
Note how the spatial information of the faces degrades as α
increases.

4.2. Compare Images

Here a face image is compared to seven other images, see
Fig. 3. The first image is the original image but with pixels in

Original image α = 0 α = 0.1 α = 0.2

α = 0.3 α = 0.4 α = 0.5 α = 0.6

α = 0.7 α = 0.8 α = 0.9 α = 1

Fig. 2. Original image and examples of samples generated
from mapograms with different α-values. Note how the spa-
tial information degrades as α increases.

a small square set to zero. The second image is the original
image rotated 15 degrees. The third image is the original im-
age upside-down. The fourth is a different image but with the
same person. Fifth is a face from another person. The last two
images are nonface images; one of a flower and one randomly
generated image. The images are compared with mapograms
of different α-values, see Fig. 4. Note that the versions of the
original image are rated higher than the other person and the
nonface images. Also note that around α = 0.5 a shift occurs
from Image 1 to Image 3 (see Fig. 3) as the top scoring image.
This since the spatial information is more neglected at higher
α-values, and the histogram section begins to take over the
distance score in Eq. (9).

Original image

Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Image 4 Image 5 Image 6 Image 7

Fig. 3. Original image and seven images for comparision.

4.3. Face Identification

This last example compares different α-values for the task
of face identification (1-to-many comparison). Only the first
sample per person is used for training; the remaining nine
from the ORL database are used for evaluation for all 40 per-
sons. As a reference, the spatiogram proposed in [6] is ap-
plied on the same task resulting in a Recognition Rate (RR)
of 73.1%. Note that a mapogram with α = 0.2 results in the
highest RR of 76.9% for this example. However, different
tasks, objects and variation may of course require different
α-values.



α = 0 α = 0.1 α = 0.2 α = 0.3 α = 0.4 α = 0.5 α = 0.6 α = 0.7 α = 0.8 α = 0.9 α = 1

Fig. 4. Order of similarity (top most similar - bottom least
similar) for different α-values for the mapogram.

α 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
RR 63.6 76.7 76.9 73.6 71.7 68.3

α 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
RR 64.7 64.7 63.9 63.3 62.8

Table 1. Recogntion Rate (RR) for different α-values used
for the mapogram on the ORL face database. For comparison,
the proposed spatiogram in [6] results in a RR of 73.1% on the
same task.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented the concept of a mapogram. A ma-
pogram may be viewed as a histogram with additional spatial
information represented by probabilistic maps. The relevant
theory was presented including the derivation of the Bhat-
tacharyya similarity measure and examples of the use of the
mapogram. As indicated by the examples, one of the key ad-
vantages of the mapogram is the possibility to adjust a tunable
parameter, α, that controls the amount of spatial information
contained in the mapogram representation.

6. FUTURE WORK

Memory is an obvious issue for the proposed mapogram. In
some applications with large image size and many discrete
values, memory issues may be problematic. Scaling down
the size of the maps used may provide a possible solution to
this problem. For example, an image of size M × N may
use maps of size Mr × Nr, where Mr ≤ M and Nr ≤ N .
The scaling operation must be properly designed for this task,
as probabilistic maps are employed and not regular images.
Hence, standard image resize functions may not be suitable.
Further, the resize operation indirectly implies that there can
be no strong spatial correspondence, i.e. α-values close to

zero in the original size can not be used. Therefore a virtual
threshold αmin (αmin ≤ α ≤ 1) is imposed that restricts the
choices of α in the full size. The exact details for the map
resize operation and the limitations of α in a resized map may
be subject of future work.
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